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Brief Introduction   

                                                                                                                                                                     
My name is Wonder Nathi Dlamini from Eswatini, a country 
lying between Mozambique and South Africa in the lower 
parts of Southern Africa. I arrived in National Chung Hsing 
University (NCHU), Taichung, Taiwan on the 21ST September 
2016 to pursue my undergraduate studies in International 
Bachelor Program of Agribusiness (IBPA). Upon completion of 
course work I qualified for early graduation as a result on June 
2019 NCHU conferred me with the degree of Bachelor of 
Science in Agribusiness, and a minor degree in Soil and 
Environmental Sciences. Later August 2019 I started my 
graduate studies in Soil and Environmental Sciences at NCHU. 
Below I will share some of my experiences in NCHU including 
why I picked NCHU over other universities and colleges. 

 

Why I Picked NCHU 

I researched about the countries in the world, Taiwan came up to be 
the best for high quality life with great operational life, affordability 
and easy access to things such as healthcare, food and internet. 
Furthermore, Taiwan is friendly and very safe. After identifying the 
best country, I searched for cities that have my desired traits. Taichung 
city came up to be the most livable city in Taiwan with convenient and 
very easy transportation system. It is an open secret in Asia and the 
entire world that Taichung has the best weather in Taiwan. Next I had 
to make a big decision about which University to choose, and NCHU 
came up to be the very best University in Taichung and in fact one of 
the best Universities in the world. Among other things I chose NCHU 
because of the wonderful interdisciplinary offered. I used other 
appropriate factors, such as career opportunities, financial 
possibilities, application requirements, location, reputation and I put 
many more other things into consideration remarkably NCHU still 
came up to be the finest University in Taichung city. While going over 
the internet digging more about NCHU I was inspired with the 
international activities in NCHU. The mix and high number of 
International students in NCHU created a rich campus community. 
Before applying in NCHU I made friends online with Taiwanese and 
International students in NCHU astonishingly all of them said great 
things about NCHU. Then I realized NCHU is indeed a place to Call 
Home. A place to enhance my employment opportunities and later 
contribute to the development of the world. 

NCHU International Week 

NCHU International Students Trip 

NCHU Dep. Agribusiness (IBPA): Graduation Party 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kindness                                                                                                                                                              I 
haven’t met people as unfailingly as wonderful, supportive, good hearted, absolute 
thoughtful, generous and pleasing as Taiwanese and the foreigners in NCHU. The 
students, lecturers, workforce and all and sundry are magnificent people in NCHU. 
During my arrival about 3:00pm at Taoyuan International Airport in Taipei I was 
welcomed by two soft hearted NCHU OIA representatives who took me to the 
dormitory. My study in NCHU has been possible through NCHU scholarship and in 
fact there are a number of scholarships provided here. With the help of NCHU and 
friends I was able to settle down. It is my third year now in Taiwan and yet I still 
feel coming to NCHU was the best decision I ever made in my life. Taiwanese 
people are really soft hearted since I am still experiencing their kindness even to 
date. Among other things I have been able to make a lot of wonderful international 
friends even though most of them left already to their different countries they still 
remain good helpful friends. 

Learning Structure       

                                                                                                                                                        
The learning structure in NCHU is one of the best. Things are clearly explained in 
the school system. The school website has information and answers to questions 
students might have. Information about courses is clearly explained in NCHU 
course selection system. The lecturers, students and staff members have been very 
helpful during my study in NCHU. NCHU has the best professors because they have 
top best qualities of effective educators. They are dedicated to teaching, patient, 
caring and kind hearted. In fact, they develop good relationships with their 
students. In order to create a positive and productive environment they actively 
engage students in learning. There were a number of life changing educational 
trips organized by NCHU OIA, my two departments Agribusiness and, soil and 
Environmental Sciences. NCHU actively updates students about current activities 
and bring lot of opportunities to students as a result through one update from 
NCHU OIA I got a job to work for Taichung City government in Taiwan where I 
conducted telephonic interviews with international organizations. I also got a 
chance to work for many corporations while in NCHU. NCHU brings lot of different 
companies to share about their employment opportunities on campus. Hence it is 
very easy to get employment after and during your study in NCHU. 

Welcome Party 

NCHU Internship: Industry Supervisors 

NCHU Dep. Soil Environmental Sciences 

Wonders of NCHU 

While studying in NCHU it is convenient to go anywhere because of the transport 
system. Accommodation is cheap and affordable. Restaurants are nearby the 
university and some are on campus. They offer different kind of delicious food at 
reasonable prices. There are more than hundred student clubs and societies. The 
clubs connect to community service, sports, social science studies, art, music, 
literature, humanities, philosophy, religion, and language learning. During my free 
time I would go to the gym and swimming pool just to refresh my mind and 
maintain a healthy life. NCHU has given me wealthy of experience by developing 
my skills in a very big way. NCHU gave me an opportunity to discover new things. 

I developed new strength and abilities. Now I have a new view of the World as I encountered different situations entirely unfamiliar 
during my study in NCHU. Now I have an informed mind as a result I have much less biased perspective. I am pleased to say I got a 
chance to learn to adapt and respond effective. towards other cultures and societies. 


